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Saturday, June 8-   It seemed like a bonus day for golf after the heavy rains of Friday and Saturday night, but the rains 
stopped sometime in the early morning hours and the course was open after a half hour delay.  A lot of water, heavy underfoot 
and no roll on the ball but at least we got to play.  Ray and Pete were taking on Phil and Matt in a medal match and we started 
under the watchful eye of Art, a short-timer who is moving to Virginia in a couple of weeks.  Matt and Phil started far to the right 
along with Ray, while Pete was in the left rough.  Pete hit a good second shot and had a birdie putt while the others could not 
find the green.  But Phil saved the day with a good chip to four feet and made his par, halving the hole after Pete ran his birdie 
putt past the hole and barely dropped the comeback over the front lip.  Ray was the only player on the green on eleven but could 
not gain an advantage when everyone made bogey to tie.  Ray hit the best approach on twelve and had a birdie putt while the 
others were off the green.  Pete chipped very close and tapped in for par, giving Ray a free look, which he almost converted but 
settled for par as well.  It was enough to gain a stroke after Matt’s par-saving putt stayed out on the right side.  Ray, Pete and 
Matt formed a triangle in the thirteenth fairway with Pete, who Ray termed “Shorty”, the farthest away.  But Pete hit the best 
second shot, stopping on the right side of the green below the cup.  Matt and Ray missed the green and had to chip, Matt ending 
up about two feet above the cup.  Pete hit a beautiful uphill and sliding birdie putt that went right in the middle of the hole for 
three, and Matt stayed within a stroke on this hole by making his tester for par.  Pete, Ray and Matt all played the fourteenth hole 
properly and well, all two putted for par to tie the hole.  Matt hit his new hybrid on fifteen but went left, Phil short and Pete with a 
great shot toward the flag, stopping eight feet away and Ray in the trap.  Phil saved the day again with a nice chip and putt for 
par, tying the hole when Pete just missed his birdie.  It looked like an opening for Phil and Matt on sixteen when Phil hit a 
gorgeous fairway metal onto the green and the others all missed.  But Pete saved his team by canning a long par putt from the 
back of the green, forcing Phil to make his four foot second putt just to tie…which he did.  Phil was the hero of the seventeenth 
hole, taking full advantage of the handicap stroke and playing smartly all along the way.  He landed his tee shot short in the 
fairway, played toward the green and stayed in the middle on his second, and hit a nice wedge onto the green.  Meanwhile the 
best the opponents could do was make the green in three and two putt for bogey.  Phil made his putt for a natural par, and the 
result was a net birdie and a two shot swing to tie the match!  Three players in the middle of the fairway on eighteen with Ray 
and Pete away.  Ray landed on the front of the green and had a long birdie putt, and Pete was better by landing and stopping his 
shot six feet from the pin and an excellent opportunity for three.  Matt hit his shot short of the green but saved his par with a 
good chip to two feet, or at least it looked like he was very likely to save par when he would putt.  But Pete made it irrelevant 
when he made his second birdie of the day, dropping his putt right in the cup for a three to win the hole and the match by one 
stroke.  Well played, Phil and Matt losing the match after shooting one over par….Pete and Ray playing in even par to win. 

 
 
 

 



 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 


